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In his book Relational Aesthetics (2002), Nicolas Bourriaud criticises the modern
communication highways for turning its users into passive consumers. He proposes
Relational Art, an art movement that invites users into the process of creation, and
thus breaks up the perceived one-wayness of modern communication. Bourriaud
defines Relational Art as “a set of artistic practices which take as their theoretical
and practical point of departure the whole of human relations and their social context, rather than an independent and private space.”1 Relational art transfers the
place of production to the place of consumption, where the artwork is directly influenced by the context of its consumption—the art gallery or museum. The intention
of this new art and resulting communities of viewers is to create intersubjective
encounters where the relationship between work and viewer is in focus.
In keeping with Bourriaud’s writing, Andrew Blauvelt’s Towards Relational Design
(2008) puts the concept of Relational Art into the vocabulary of the modern designer. He proposes that we are entering the third major phase of design; “an era
of relationally based, contextually specific design.”2 Blauvelt’s third phase begins
in the mid-1990s with the emergence of digital media and is inspired by its buzzwords like social networking, open source collaboration and interactivity. His idea
of a designer is informed by the programmatic logic of “the Internet” rather than
the content-based logic of the engineer. Relational design is built on variable content, memetic “designs for making designs” that adapt to contextual circumstances.
Relational design moves away from the idealized concept of use and towards the
complex reality of behavior. While Blauvelt focuses on the social individual, he also
writes about the commercial embrace of this new reality:
Today, the audience is thought of as a social being, one who is exhaustively
data-mined and geo-demographically profiled—taking us from the idea of
an average or composite consumer to an individual purchaser among others
living a similar social lifestyle community.3
But as media theorist Rick Poynor notes in Strained Relations (2008)4—Blauvelt’s
“relational” now starts to sound like an euphemism for more subtle forms of social
monitoring and control. It is relevant again to ask the questions that Claire Bishop
asked in her original critique of Relational Aesthetics, Antagonism and Relational Aesthetics (2004): “What types of relations are being produced, for whom, and
why?”5
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Personalized personalization
Edward Bernays, a pioneer of propaganda and often called “the father of PR”, invented mass persuasion by combining the psychoanalytical ideas of his uncle,
Sigmund Freud with theories of mass control. His work on mass persuasion were
critical in transforming the United States from a needs- to a desires-culture and creating modern consumerism.6 To demonstrate the effectivity of persuasion, the Milgram experiment is often quoted. This experiment conducted by social psychologist
Stanley Milgram in 1963, proves the persuasive power of authority. In the experiment, 65% of the test subjects follow orders to afflict what they are told be real and
possibly lethal electric shocks to another person by following the instructions of an
authoritative figure portrayed by Milgram in a white lab coat.7 To further advance
the field of persuasion, Fogg (1997) shows that computers can work as persuasive
agents and creates a new field of study for the overlapping of technology and persuasion: Captology.8
But research by Maurits Kaptein (2012),9 Schlomo Berkovsky, Jill Freyne, and Harri
Oinas-kukkonen (2012),10 shows that a new form of persuasion is emerging, persuasion that uses a relational model to tailor its methods to the context of the individual—personalized persuasion.
Persuasive technologies can be more efficient than their human counterparts
by being more persistent, by being always on, and by tailoring their persuasive
attempts to responses by their users.11
In his research Kaptein aims to advance the design of successful persuasive technologies by personalizing the means by which persuasive messages are presented
to users. This is done by creating individual profiles for each user, and then adapt
the content to the users psychological profile to be as persuasive as possible. When
designing a persuasive system, he also shows that it is beneficial to be secretive and
not disclose the use of persuasive systems to the user—creating a context-aware
system that operates in the background and strategically targets psychological exploits.
Researchers at MIT, John R. Hauser, Glen L. Urban, Guilherme Liberali, [a]and Michael Braun have developed a similar form of personalization: Website morphing.
Through click-analyzation their HULB algorithm predicts the users “cognitive style”
and changes the design of a website accordingly. The design and website’s tone of
voice “morph” instantly and adapt to match perceived user preferences.12 In a 2013
banner experiment for Chevrolet, the HULB algorithm was implemented to rotate 1
of 8 banners based on user cognitive profiles, by which a 30% lift in Chevrolet brand
consideration was observed when compared to similar non-personalized banners.13
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Two other examples, for Japanese bank card-loans and CNET in 2014 show similarly
effective results.14
Science Rockstars is an Amsterdam based startup developing commercial persuasion profiling solutions. Disclosed clients include booking.com, UPB and Rovio
(Creators of Angry birds). In a post from their official website, responding to an
interview with Prof. Hauser on Morphing websites,15 co-founder Kaptein writes that
both “Persuasion Profiling” and the concept of “Morphing Websites” are proxies for
what is coming next:
We are done looking at ‘rounded corners of buy now buttons’. Move over
to real drivers of customer behavior: cognitive styles, persuasive strategies,
heuristics and biases. This is where good online marketing starts. And the only
way we can use these findings from psychology is by creating content: the
content should really implement the psychological mechanisms that we are
looking at.16
Social computing as a tool for personalization
In further considering these technologies impact on contemporary life, Neal Thomas (2013) defines social computing as “the digital platforms that enroll the social
participation of users into computational processes that support the goals of a
platform.”17 Examples would be how Amazon shows you related products, Netflix
recommends other movies you might be into, Google personalizes your search results18 and Facebook customizes your news feed through its Edgerank algorithm.19
Personalization has also become a tool for advertising, creating ads that are contextually aware. Examples are Google ads adapting to the company’s searches and
content of personal emails, and Facebook advertising incorporating your friends
faces—both instrumentalizing your social relations to create new content.
Critical of the growing personalization of content and advertising, on digital platforms, Eli Pariser shows that this could lead to individual isolation in what he defines as the Filter Bubble.20 The same goes for targeted advertising. Through the
commercialization of digital media, the technologies of content and advertising are
merging— utilizing personalization to adapt to the user. As the content around us
becomes more and more tailored to our own preferences—in line with our persuasion profiles—we become “alone with it.” “The internet” could become more of a
hermetic hut than Marshall McLuhan’s envisioned global village. Here design is both
a vehicle for self-expression as well as a means through which we access information. Only in this combined state, the kind of information brought to you is always
based on a validation of an idealized image of the self.
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On the corporate side of things, Google CEO Eric Schmidt is a proponent of personalized content because according to him it is the very future of content:
The power of individual targeting—the technology will be so good it will be
very hard for people to watch or consume something that has not in some
sense been tailored for them.21
The future of tailored content seems to be in predictive systems that leverage big
data through the shape of contextual information and predictive analytics to anticipate what the user wants. Predictive systems strive to provide the right functionality and content on the right device at the right time for the right person by continuously learning about them. Following Google’s GoogleNow, Apple is currently
working on predictive functions for Siri, while a whole number of startups are all
developing apps implementing predictive technology.22 But to deeper understand
their users and the world they live in, predictive systems have to go beyond simply
repackaging contextual information. As Justine Cassel, from Yahoo funded predictive project InMind, puts it: “In order to really personalize in an interesting way, you
need to infer psychological states and beliefs.”23
Kaptein (2012) notes that the efficiency of personalized persuasion can be elevated
by combining it with other types of personalization.24 Using already existing social
profiles to quicker and with greater accuracy pinpoint user profiles would increase
efficiency, as several studies have already shown the correlation between psychological traits and contextual data generated by social networks.25 Cross-pollinating
psychology and contextual data is a development surely welcomed by the behemoths of social computing who are trying to monetize their aggregated social information.
So what happens when personalization technologies turn contextual data into marketing currency by instrumentalizing it through relational design to persuade their
users?
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This scene of James Cameron’s movie, The Abyss (1989), is of an interaction between the protagonist, diver Lindsey Brigman, and an alien lifeform. The alien, a
reflective tentacle blob navigates through a submarine until it finds Lindsey and her
fellow divers. Lindsey is worried about the safety of her crew and herself until the
creature examines her and starts to mirror her and her facial expressions. ”It’s me,”
she says with relief and smiles, by which her reflection smiles back at her. Interesting is the reassuring effect of such mirroring. Without further knowledge about the
alien’s intentions—mirroring is perceived as positive communication.
The cycle of reflective design starts by identifying the user. This is done by building a profile from user input or “borrowing” contextual data from another social
platform. The predictive system then makes a representation through a relational
design, mirroring the users psychological and personal profile, choosing the most
persuasive strategy. Instead of delivering a solution for an average user, the system
now speaks your language. Instead of being defined at the moment of creation, the
new digital product is defined at the moment of consumption by the user to become one of 7 billion possible outcomes. The result is measured to improve every
user profile, including yours—creating surplus value while you consume.
Our contextual reflection projected onto our designed surroundings—adapting to
us; becoming us—functioning as a mirror. The new paradigm of design takes digital
disruption to its extreme: “a world of hyper-individual experience”26. “It’s me” says
everyone. Personal information injected into pre-designed templates—“keep calm
and insert name.” Instead of creating intersubjective encounters, this reflective
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design establishes personalized information monologues. Through reflective design, “relational” is used to further advance the intense commercialization of digital
media, reinforcing the isolating modern communication highways that turn us into
passive consumers rather than, as Bourriaud intended, breaking them up.
Where the old giants use ambiguity and general values to define their tone of voice
and thus becoming all encompassing, the companies of the new digital age do the
exact opposite. They achieve total non-exclusion by extreme specification. Why
talk in broad terms to a group, when you can talk to everybody individually. This of
course also changes design. Where before the creation of common symbols was
key for communication, it is now replaced with an automated toolbox for individual communication. As it becomes possible to create design with built-in variables
that are open-ended, automatized, and personalized to individual context, design
goes from shared to individual experience. Company focus changes from common
denominator to personal identifier, playing into our need for self-validation and
self-expression through design. The smiley is replaced by the reflective tentacle
blob.
Altmann (2012) describes soft branding, a new form of branding that has spawned
from the need for global corporations to adapt to new contexts and smaller markets:
We can imagine soft branding as a mobile, liquid camouflage that continually
morphs into different enticing forms leading to the same end scenario, or as
a type of slippery language—a meme that attaches to the contexts and visual
surfaces around us.27
As a structure, Reflective Design combines Altmanns vision of soft branding with
personalization technology to achieve the market of one. To again quote Altmann
(2012): “The big fish replicates itself into smaller, varying fish which mimic the naturally diversified pool”28—the brand softened into an array of moldable entities, each
with the possibility to become whatever the user needs them to be. These entities
are all embedded within the same algorithmic DNA, a given set of variables that accommodate psychological exploits and perceived needs. In a new digital age where
products, services, and their branding increasingly free themselves from their physical constraints, the part not defined by this DNA is constantly shrinking.
Recently, Jaron Lanier (2013) notices a development of digital companies toward extreme conceptual simplification. Especially the companies working with immaterial
goods and services tend to be more and more based on simple rules, a philosophy
on how to handle information.29 The algorithm follows this philosophy, increasing
efficiency and accuracy through the aggregation of contextual data, continuously
updating and refining itself. A system for aggregating data through free products,
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then sell back data as personalized products and services. If you are a hammer, the
algorithm turns everything into a nail. To the user this world becomes a homogeneous environment of self-validation and user-centered stimuli.
There has today occurred a veritable inversion in the relation between life and
media: the media now relates life each day with such force that this ‘relation’
seems not only to anticipate but ineluctably to precede, that is, to determine
life itself. 30
When media is based on a continuous cycle of reflective design, we do not only
automatically influence our media through personalization—they start influencing
us by becoming part of our context. We engage in a feedback loop with our reflective media, constructing an echo chamber of ourselves around us. When through
a process of context-awareness, relational design objects replicate our contextual
circumstances rather than helping us breach our contextual limitations, they turn
into reflections instead of windows. Without noticing it, instead of exploring others,
we end up consuming confirming versions of ourselves. The self-fulfilling prophecy
of predictive systems then makes us turn into our commercially envisioned futures.
If instead reflective design is to reintroduce user agency, it should function as a
decoder, making us aware of—rather than reinforcing our contextual limitations.
Privacy regulations restricting commercial access to our contextual data & new algorithms with the objective to help us breach our filter bubble31 could be examples
of various counter-movements to this new commercial design paradigm. But even if
the possibilities for reflective design breaching contextual limitations exists in theory, how can we surpass the commercial and increasingly centralized monopoly on
contextual information? In our capitalist society, instrumentalized design will strive
for the maximization of profit, and when targeting individuals by adapting to their
psychological exploits by mirroring them is not restricted—we will end up with reflective design that instead of just foreseeing our actions—ends up defining them.
Towards reflective design is a project by Arthur Röing Baer. The concept of Reflective Design was first presented at the bachelor exhibition at Beckmans College of Design (2013).
PDF-version application to Sandberg Institute, April 1st, 2014.
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